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THIS ISSUE EEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF
IRVING- M. CLARK
Conservationists across the nation, but particularly those in the Pacific
Northwest, feel a great loss in the death of one of their most militant
members, Irving M. Clark, He has long served as an effective and articulate leader in the battle to preserve some of the Northwest's natural scene.
Along with countless conservation issues with which he was involved, he was
most noted for his tireless and successful efforts in aiding in the establishment of Olympic National Park. He long recognized the necessity and
iirorth of protecting the North Cascades of Washington, either as a Wilderness
Area or National Park.
Mr. Clark, in recognition of his outstanding service to Northwest conservation, was presented with the first Irving M. Clark Conservation Award by
the North Cascades Conservation Council. He was the first President of the
Olympic Park Associates, the counterpart of the North Cascades Conservation
Council, organized to protect the priceless Olympic mountains, valleys and
forests. He was one of the initial members of the Wilderness Society and
since 195^ an honorary President. He served as a Secretary of The Mountaineers, in Seattle, and was a member of the Sierra Club.
The Seattle TIMES in its June lU, i960 editorial referred to Mr. Clark as
having "..devoted constant and tireless effort to preserving for posterity
wilderness areas in their natural grandeur. It would be fitting if a high
mountain peak or a forest fastness were to be named in honor of this nationally known conservationist."
We shall miss his sincere and fighting determination to save wilderness,
as well as his ability to stimulate others to do the same. We thank him
for the things he has saved for us and only hope we can preserve them so
that his efforts shall not have been in vain. We hope, further, that
following his guidance and example, we can save other areas that he would
be fighting for now if he were still here.
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REVIVAL OF CRUSADE FOR CASCADES NATIONAL PARK
Mrs. Margaret Thompson, Executive Secretary of the Northwest Conservation League,
and Benton County Superintendent of Schools, in a recent letter to John Warth, Board
member of the North Cascades Conservation Council, stated:
"I have, of course, been very much interested in the revival of a proposal for a
national park in the north Cascades; but I find it necessary to leave the "crusade" to you of a younger generation. May I tell you how grateful I am that a
younger generation has seen fit to take on these vital conservation projects?"
Some of the history of the earlier efforts to give this area national park status is
traced by Mrs. Thompson in the Northwest Conservation League's Conservation Newsletter Vol. 6, #1, May 1Q60, reproduced in part, below.
The Cascade Park Idea is not New
The Mazamas, organized in I89H °n the summit of Mt. Hood, took as its objectives
"the exploration of mountains, the collection and dissemination of scientific knowledge concerning the same, the preservation of the forests, and the encouragement of
expeditions with the above in view. On March 23, 1906, the Mazamas passed this resolution:
WHEREAS, the Lake Chelan region, in the State of Washington, is extremely rugged
and utterly unfit for agricultural -pursuits, but is marvelously rich in natural
beauty and grandeur, possessing hundreds of unnamed snow-capped peaks and thousands of glaciers, and
WHEREAS, the lake itself is a result of remarkable glacial work, being sixty miles
in length, resting in solid rock, and being IU19 feet in depth, over 300 feet of
which is below sea level, and
WFfEREAS, the white mountain goat, or Mazama, and other noble game are found here in
abundance, and are liable to extinction in the near future; therefore be it
RESOLVED, That the Mazamas heartily indorse the project of making this region a
national park and perpetual game preserve, for the use and benefit of the people
of the United States.
Five days later another resolution was passed, this one by a group of miners and
townspeople of the Chelan area assembled at Lakeside. It read:
WHEREAS, on the 10th day of March, 1906, a meeting was held at Chelan, Wash., for
the purpose of indorsing a proposition to have Congress set apart a national park
on Lake Chelan, and
WHEREAS, said meeting v/as held after but a few hours notice and the action was
taken with but little consideration, and as we believe does not represent the views
of the people of the towns of Chelan and Lakeside, and the country adjacent, which
is the gateway to the proposed national park, neither do we believe that it meets
the views of those who have interests in the said proposed national park, and
WHEREAS, the great mineral belt running northeast to southwest from British Columbia through the State of Washington to Puget Sound covers the whole of the terri(Continued)
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tory comprised in this proposition for a national park, and is the most extensive
.mineral zone in the state, the said mineral belt being one of the principal assets
of the State of Washington in its future development. The development of this
great mineral zone in the Chelan region has been retarded in a great measure by the
lack of proper transportation facilities. With the advent of the Great Northern
Railway up the Columbia valley, which is now assured, this extensive mineral zone
will be one of the greatest producers of gold, silver, copper, and lead in the
state. Upon the development of this mineral zone depends the ultimate progress and
future commercial destiny of the Lake Chelan country. Mines have been located in
every part of the territory proposed to be made a national park. Hundreds of thousands of dollars have already been expended in the development of these properties
and they only await transportation to make them extensive producers. Within the
proposed national park are many tracts of patented agricultural lands, about fifty
patented mines and the largest producing molybdenite mine in the United States.
The principal attractions to sightseers of the Lake Chelan country are the beautiful lake, the rugged mountain scenery and the glaciers, none of which can be destroyed or defaced by those who wish to "see America first," and
WHEREAS, we believe it is impossible to secure adequate protection to the mineral
interests of our section within a National Park; therefore
BE IT RESOLVED, That we are first, last, and all the time opposed to the proposition to establish a National Park to take in any portion of Lake Chelan or the
country adjacent thereto.
H. C. KEELER, Lakeside; W. P. ROBINSON, Stehekin; CHAS. JOHNSON, Lakeside; R. W.
STARR, Waterville; HE WITT C. BRITT, Chelan; JOSEPH DARNELL.
These actions took place during the period when Theodore Roosevelt was withdrawing from private entry most of the lands now embraced in the national forests. It
had not been his intention to keep them all permanently in forest reserves. They had
been withdrawn for slxxdy by his k^-man Conservation Commission, object of the study
being to classify them on the basis of dominant resource values. Before the study
could be carried out Congress abolished the Commission, which meant that the varying
types and categories of resources remained lumped together as national forests. In
recommending organization of a National Park Service, President Taft in 1911 alluded
to "forest reservations covering what ought to be National Parks."
Franklin Roosevelt's Land-Use Study
It remained then for Franklin Roosevelt, a generation later, to take up—through
his Natural Resources Planning Board—the study of public lands where Theodore's Conservation Commission had left off. As part of a comprehensive national study of soil,
water, forests, and all natural resources, the Park Service was given the assignment
of surveying virgin lands which might qualify for inclusion in the national park
system.
A tenet of national park appraisals is that "nature makes the selection". Where nature has created superlative examples of mountain-building,
with their conspicuous scenic, scientific, inspirational, and recreational values of national importance, that region warrants consideration for inclusion in the national park system. One wonders
why the attitude on the part of some people that
would infer nature had committed a crime in locating so much top quality within our borders. Be
that as it may, the National Park Service entered
upon its assignment during the summer of 1937. the
study committee headed by Major 0. A. Tomlinson,
then superintendent of Mt. Rainier National Park.
Among the first areas to be examined were the North
(Continued)
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Cascades Primitive Area of 801,000 acres, so designated by the Forest Service in l°/3^» and. the
Glacier Peak Wilderness Area, set aside in 1036.
At the time of the latter action, C. J. Buck,
Eegional Forester, had reported:
"The adjoining North Cascade Primitive Area and
Glacier Peak Wilderness Area make up one gigantic unmechanized remote unit, total more than
1 1/2 million acres of naturally inaccessible
country, ranging from the extremity of ruggedness to friendly mountain meadow types, containing now a natural biotic balance, which it
seems should have excellent chances of perpetuation. Little if any of the timber within the
proposed wilderness area may be considered as
having commercial value for lumber production
or pulpwood. ...The greater part of the area is
so rocky, ice-coveredj and otherwise formidable as to be unsuited to grazing by domestic stock. ...There are no practical water storage possibilities, either for power or
irrigation."
Washington State Planning Council Studies the Cascades
Before the Park Service report could be completed the Washington State Planning
Council undertook a hasty study in behalf of the interests opposed to national parks.
"Hearings" were held in the key towns bordering the national forests, mass meetings
that were well advertised and well attended, mostly by people who were trying to find
out what the issues were. At each meeting maps were exhibited of the national forest
system in the Cascades and the audience was left to infer that this was the area
planned for inclusion in national parks. Billed as a "Cascade Mountains Study" the
purpose as explained was to determine the wisest use of all the resources of those
mountains. It was scarcely to be expected that the average citizen would be able to
sift facts from propaganda. Most of them were thoroughly confused.
Following the hearings, the Council announced that a report on the Cascade
Mountains Study would be Topic No. h on the agenda of its regular meeting in Seattle
the afternoon of August 10,19^0. Major Tomlinson arrived at 1:20 p.m., and found
iiscussion on Topic No. 2 just ending. Comments during discussion on Topic No. 3
indicated that important decisions had been made during a closed meeting in the forenoon.
In due time the Chairman came to Topic No. k and called upon the Executive Officer to report on the Cascade Study. According to this report 5OOO leaflets containing
a brief of the findings and recommendations on the Cascade Mountains Study already had
been printed and distributed. The second of those recommendations read, "That no additional lands of the Cascade Mountains be converted into use as a national park." In
addition to the leaflets, it was reported, radio scripts had been prepared for all the
larger stations of the state.
No one other than the Executive Director made any comments on Topic No. h and
the Chairman went on to Topic No. 5. A s discussion on Topic No. 6 came to an end
about h p # m # f Major Tomlinson rose to go. The Chairman asked him if he wished to say
anything about the Cascade Mountains Study. He replied that he had nothing to say
and left.
When the full report, contained in a 5o-Page paper-bound book, came out it had a
long list of acknowledgments to "agencies and persons who contributed materially to
this publication". However, one searches the book in vain for statements by such
agencies and individuals. It contains one exhibit as "Appendix No. 1", a report by
(Continued)
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the state Supervisor of Mines and Mining. One might have expected an objective studyto have contained also the report of the Regional Geologist of the National Park Service. The state report set forth in considerable detail the same thesis expounded by
the Resolutions Committee at Lakeside on March 2S, 1906. There might have been included some explanation as to why this fabulous mineral wealth had not been exploited
during the intervening third of a century—even though samples of high quality ore
could be exhibited in abundance. No mention was made of the fact that the present
Cascade range cuts diagonally across the older mountains that contain most of the deposits and have faulted them so seriously that quality cannot be found in sufficient
quantity to warrant the outlay needed for development.
Reaction of the Secretary of the Interior
A copy of the printed report on the Cascade Mountains Study was mailed to the
Secretary of the Interior, and the Chairman of the Council in his letter of transmittal courteously thanked him for the data supplied by his field representatives. The
reply by the Acting Director of the Park Service contained this comment:
"I note your statement that the data supplied by our field representatives was of
great value to you in compiling this report. At the same time, I am aware of the
fact that you included in your report none of that valuable data, and that you did
not use the official statement of national park policy, transmitted to you by the
Director of this Service, but that you used instead a statement the inadequacy of
which the Director had called to your attention."
A more colorful reply came from the Secretary of the Interior himself—none
other than the Hon. Harold L. Ickes. This was contained in his reaction to an article
appearing in the July, I9L-O issue of MINING WORLD, published in Seattle. Excerpts
read: "I suggest that before you printed this obviously biased attack on the Department of the Interior you might have attempted to ascertain the facts from any authorized representative of the Department. You might have asked the Washington State
Planning Council to let you read the material presented by the National Park Service,
which the Council buried in its files while giving publicity to a theme to which it
was already committed. ... You would have found that in the early stages of the study
the Planning Council held seven public mass meetings to pass public judgment on a park
proposal which had not been made, and in the light of facts which had not been ascertained. You would have found that after this park proposal had served its purpose in
arousing public apprehension, the Council then broadened the scope of its study to
include a general inventory of the resources and potentialities of five national forests in the Cascade Range, and concluded that since those national forests, as a whole
had extensive resources and potentialities no area therein could be considered for
national park status. The Council now cites the sentiment of the seven mass meetings
as evidence of the soundness of its position."
Now we stand at i960—twenty years later. Perhaps the study which the Hon.
Thomas Pelly and Washington1s two Magnusons are asking can succeed in digging some
interesting information out of dead files. And a thorough study might just lead to •
the creation of a national park in the North Cascades after all these years.

-6ROADS TO INVADE INDIAN 1/ILBEMESS
(from Seattle TIMES, July 5, I960)
"Restrictions against road-building on 283,000 acres of Indian-reservation lands
in Arizona and Washington State will be lifted, the Interior Dspartir.ent said yesterday.
The restrictions have applied for more than 20 years en the Goat Rocks area of 105,000
acres and the Mount Adams area, of hb',000 acres, both on the Yakima Reservation in
Washington, and the Mount Thorns area of 130,000 acres on the Port Apache Reservation
in Arizona. The Bureau of Indian Affairs said that during the 1930's, the Mount Adams
acreage was designated as a "wild" area and the ethers as "roadless" areas without
consulting the Indians. The report said the Yakima and Fort Apache Tribal Councils
xave asked removal of the restrictions to facilitate economic development."
Originally recommended for inclusion within the National Wilderness Preservation
System as proposed in the 1957 draft of the Wilderness Bill were the following Indian
dlderness lands in the State of Washington: Columbia-San Poil Divide Indian roadless
rea (155>COO acres), Goat Rocks Indian roadless area (105,000 acres) and Mount Adams
[Mian wild area (R8,0C0 acres). These areas were removed from subsequent drafts of
he Wilderness Bill in accordance with the wishes of the Indian Tribal Councils.
"YOU CAN TAKE IT WITH YCU"

SAYS THE WLDERNESS SOCIETY

"Don't be a litterbug" is the idea behind the nev; slogan of the Wilderness Society, 21UU p Street, N.W., Washington 7. D.C. Originally, the slogan appeared at the
lead of an editorial in the Society's Quarterly magazine, The Living Wilderness.
"Should we not carefully consider," asks the magazine, "the possible effectiveness of an educational habit forming campaign that would teach us to take OUT of the
•ilderness all the litter and trash that can not there be destroyed?" The magazine
suggests that we bring back to urban areas all refuse where there are facilities for
i.ts disposal.
"If containers can be carried into the wilderness full, they surely can be carried out emptied and crushed," says the Society.
National Wildlands News supports this contention, and goes a step further by suggest ir7g~tl7aiTv^
the habit not alone toward keeping the wilderness clean, but
toward keeping roadsides, trails and wildlands clean wherever they are.
Let us, all members of the North Cascades Conservation Council go still further
by urging and seeing that our friends and others going into wilderness, national parks,
and wildlands protect their esthetic values by seeing that all refuse is properly disposed of or carried out of the area and then properly disposed of.
Nothing is as disappointing and discouraging as travelling through great forested
areas, beautiful in their own right, and coming upon bottles, tin cans, foil wrappers
or other litter. Even more disheartening is to observe a clear, cold mountain lake,
still fringed by ice and snow, spoiled by absolutely nothing except sunken beer bottles, rusty tin cans, or what have you.
Let no one find us guilty of such a shameful situation as littered wilderness!

-7IT IS NOT TOO LATE
So you thought Congress was through for this year and you
didn't have to write that letter to Mr. Felly supporting a
National Park Study of the North Cascades. Tne President
stopped the clock and Congress will reconvene for the month
of August and may take action on HR 93)42, HE 936O and S 2980
yet. We will never get action unless each one of you who is
sympathetic writes at least one letter! It is NOT TOO LATE!
1. Write Congressmen supporting a National Park Study Bill.
2. Collect more signatures on petitions supporting this
study hill.

P.D.G.
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HOENBLOWEE HEARINGS - CONTINUED
"by H. Hawthorne Manning
Cougar Mountain
(Synopsis: The hearings have "been livened somewhat by a rapid exchange between
Mr. Lincoln and Thomas Pain, notorious ex-congressman and anti-Fascist. Not desiring
to answer Mr. Pain's latest challenge, Lincoln instead gives nod to a young Behemoth
attorney who gives a history of the ownership of Mt. Hornblower. Lincoln then gives
an impressive analysis of Anglo-Saxon Land Law, etc., ending with a man's home is
his castle!)
Mr. Pain managed to pull himself from the floor to ask Mr. Lincoln if, during
his studies of Alexander Hamilton, he had run across that obscure contemporary who
placed human rights above property rights, a fellow named Thomas Jefferson.
Mr. Lincoln, possibly somewhat flustered, arose and delivered the same speech
as before, ending with a man's home is his castle!
Mr. Pain, though weakening, again pulled himself from the floor. Apparently his
fever was rising, if his testimony is any indication. Said he, "Money stolen in 1880
becomes in 1950. hy the statute of limitations, property defended by Magna Carta.
But, what if I, in 195^. steal the Behemoth Corporation payroll, and bury those hundreds of millions of dollars away in the ground? What if, though publicly suspected
and accused of robbery, I am not convicted, and live out my span enjoying and investing the fruits of cominality? Then, in 2020, my wealthy descendents pull out of the
family vault, chuckling, the bills I stole in 1950? They are marked bills, of course.
Will Behemoth Corporation get its money back? Or will my descendents point out that
the statute of limitations and Magna Carta has transformed the loot into property?"
Mr. Lincoln arose, icy and tall, to tell about the American Frontier, the tough
trip over the Allegheny, through the Ohio Country, the Great Plains, the Mountains;
how there would not be an America had not the land laws been deliberately liberalized
to provide an incentive for individual enterprise. Cried Mr. Lincoln, "would there
have been farms without homestead laws, would there have been gold without mining
claim laws?"
Mr. Pain was barely audible in his last statement. He doubted that frontier
land lav; was applicable when there was no frontier. He doubted that frontier land
law designed to encourage the flinty pioneer should fairly apoly to a fat corporation. Mr. Pain then fell down dead.
While his corpse was removed to the river, and consigned to the flood, a bright
young Behemoth lawyer, Summa Cum Laude at Harvard, Eagle Scout, and one-time Squash
Champion of VJestchester County, placed in the record a certified copy of the TrotBang survey, which found that 97 per cent of the stock in Behemoth Corporation is
(Continued)
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held by aged widows, who eke out meager dividends by scrubbing floors.
A Nobel Prize Winner from Harvard summarized his research into the use of pumice
as a cure for cancer and the common cold.
Mr. Lincoln promised Harvard all the pumice needed, as a free gift from Behemoth
Corporation.
General Feistencoward, hero of San Juan Hill,
and director of Behemoth Corporation, declared
pumice blocks were the only possible defense
against H-bombs.
Dr. Frankurter Brown, rehabilitated war criminal, testified that unless America has very much
much, just lots of much much pumice, even Pidel
Castro will beat us to the moon.
The Volcano Service carefully studied all the
evidence for several minutes, and then rendered
a well-considered, mature decision. It was admittedly a compromise, but democracy might almost
by defined as the art of compromising.
The Volcano Service gave to Behemoth Corooration permission to excavate the pumice. However, they could not have the ice. They
must pile up all the ice to one side for the Volcano-Climbers and Bird-Watchers.
By one of those weird coincidences no Naturalist can ever explain, when the first
Behemoth Corporation Bulldozer rammed against Mount Hornblower, the volcano erupted.
It was a short eruption, but the most violent on record. Indeed, it was so violent,
the Earth broke into three parts, West, East, and Neutral, all of which sped into
outer space with a velocity approaching that of light.
The only survivor was a Volcano Service Banger, who had been sent to the moon to
inspect the volcanos. Once he found the Behemoth Corporation was destroyed along with
the Earth, and just before his oxygen gave out, this Banger allowed his youthful idealism to overcome mature realism. He scrawled on the face-plate of his space suit an
official declaration that Mount Hornblower is retroactively a government protected
volcano.
Thirty thousand years later, the message was deciphered, and that is why Mount
Hornblower is now the sacred volcano among us Green Things.
The End
ON THE EDGE OP WILDERNESS
(This article, contributed by Mrs. Mildred McMurray, Naches, Washington, is an excellent demonstration of what wilderness enthusiasts find when living with the opportunity, indeed, the privilege to view wilderness country. Ed.)
"Its the big broad land way up yonder,
Its the forest where silence has lease,
Its the beauty that fills me with wonder,
Its the stillness that fills me with peace."
In reading that bit from a poem by Robert W. Service, my mind raced to the mountaintop where we have spent eight wonderful seasons at a Snoqualmie National Forest
Eire Lookout Station, "Timberwolf", Here we have communed with nature in her many
(Continued)
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moods. Our unusual experiences with wild life, one can have only by living in the wilderness. We have had many visitors who came to the mountains "to get away from it all".
Or, as it was so ably expressed by Geo. Washington Sears over one hundred years ago,
(Newsweek) "Where the weary soul may hide for a time, away from debts, duns, and deviltries". We were privileged to see many folk leave Timherwolf refreshed and thrilled
at the beauty they had experienced.
Perhaps a quote from our Christmas letter of 1958 might be of interest to others, as
it describes our summer hi-lights on the mountain. "Speaking of the mountaintop - yes,
I know, we said we weren't going back - but there we were, and a wonderful season it
was too. The weather was perfect - quiet and warm. There were very few days we could
not sit out on our 'patio' in comfort, feasting our eyes on the beauty of the wilderness spread out before us - hundreds of square miles of it - and listening to the
sounds of nature. Yes, Sigurd Olson has his 'listening point' in Quetico-Superior
country, but we have found ours on Timherwolf Mountain.
As we would listen, perhaps the silvery tones of one or more coyotes, far below toward the wilderness area of the Upper Rattlesnake Canyon would drift up to us, or the
sweet musical song of the Wood Thrush, with its many trills-we think it incomparable
in its beauty-or the fluty sound of the Varied Thrush in the morning and evening. To
us, his one beautiful note carries the feel of the mysteries of the forest. Add to
these the chattering of the Little Golden Mantle Ground Squirrel, and Chipmunk, the occasional scream of a hawk or an Eagle, the hoot of an owl, plus various other bird
songs. Also, on a very quiet day, we can, from our listening point, hear the sounds of
the Rattlesnake River, three thousand feet below, ruching on its way to join the Naches
River. These are the sounds of nature, one of God's most precious gifts to us all.
We had the privilege of witnessing four spectacular air duels between a Redtailed
lawk and a large Brown Eagle. The hawk would soar high above the eagle, then dive at
aim with the speed of a locomotive, screaming all the while. Each time, just before the
hawk reached him, the eagle would do a perfect barrel-roll, exposing his talons to the
lawk while upside down. Of course the hawk would veer off, but would repeat the performance again and again. Once he worried the eagle until he flew into a thicket to get
way.
Cur goat herd was smaller than last year. We feel it is due to the goat hunting season, newly opened, just across the Rattlesnake River from Timberwolf-thank goodness
our mountain was excluded. Several came quite regularly to our salt-block all season.
• 'e do so enjoy watching them, and sharing the sight of them with others.
We had a 'first' this eighth year on the mountaintop. Eears. Not one, but three. The
last we saw acted as though he would take our salt-block, so we spoke loudly and he ran
away. Two groups of our visitors told of seeing a wolf a short way from the station.
Our little three-year-old niece excitedly told us she'd seen 'a whole lot of elephants'
(elk) along the way.
Cur Sandys (Golden Mantled Ground Squirrels) grew in number. We were awakened our
first morning on Timberwolf at 5:^5 AM by Mama Sandy, on the window sill, begging to
come in-she hadn't forgotten us. Before we closed the station this fall there were
four generations of Sandys coming, each with a personality all their own. Mama Sandy,
born in I956, is still the dearest and the smartest.
The outstanding experience of 1958 was the electrical storm which took place the
light of July 6. It was indeed Nature's fireworks at their best. It was fantastic; almost unbelievable! Magnificent, but undescribable! We were awakened about midnight by
the storm to the NW of us. It traveled beyond Nelson Ridge to our west, when another
storm gathered over the Goat Rocks to our SW, and traveled North. The two storms joined
forces at the upper Rattlesnake Canyon, coming straight down the canyon and Russel
Ridge toward us. But as most storms have done, it turned to the side and went around us,
not striking closer than a mile from our station. At first we attempted to chart our
strikes, but soon found we were getting novdiere, they came so fast. I sat enthralled,
watching it-what a sight! Harry took slides, and has some lightning pictures such as
I've seen nothing to duplicate. How we thrilled to the sight of that storm. Tons of
water came with it, and not a single fire resulted."
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